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Audio pro a10 eller sonos one

The Audio Pro A10 is a finely compact speaker that works well across a variety of musical genres. Although its soundstage isn't particularly large, and it lacks the smartest of speakers like Apple's HomePod and the Sonos One, it's cheaper than both efforts — offering a cheaper way to build up a multiroom system Stylish looks composed and ensure sound performance Compact design Easy to use Not the
widest soundstage Bass can be stronger Review Price : £180 HxWxD : 193 x 140 x 140 mm 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi only Bluetooth V4.0 Wall Mount Support MP3, WMA, AAC, FLAC, Apple Lossless file compatibility The Audio Pro A10 sees the Swedish audio brand take another pack with its wireless speakers. Made for smaller rooms, the compact A10 can be used as part of a multi-room set-up and offers a
number of different avenues for playing music, as well as some voice support. The A10 joins a growing trend of wireless speakers who have ambitions to mesh stylish design and great sound. With the wireless speaker market beering a popular and crowded one, the A10 sticks its head above most of the rest with a strong supply. Related: Best Bluetooth speakers Audio Pro A10 design and build - Mix
Scandi design and a modest footprint The A10 marks a departure from the rest of Audio Pro's wireless speaker lineup in terms of it design. For one, it is cylindrical not rectangular. As a result, it takes less space and makes positioning easier thanks to its smaller footprint. Since it's not a portable speaker, its proximity keeps in mind for a main plugin or extension when it moves around. Second, its aesthetics
are more consistent with modern tastes. While the speaker roster on the brand's Addon range gave them the entertaining look of a Koala bear, the A10 is less eye-catching and more elegant. The notch for A10's wall bracket is around the back, along with the Connect button for setting the speaker with your wireless network The textured fabric that wraps most of the speaker's perimeter looks great, albeit
with your hand brushing and you'll find it coarse to the touch. It's also a solidly built unit, heavy enough at 2.7kg to feel substantial, but not too heavy to feel like it's a drag moving it over. On the back is a notch for a wall bracket, with one included in the box if you decide to plant it on a wall. Available in two colors - or two shades of gray as Audio Pro calls it - I'm rather partial to the light gray variant, but the
dark gray version is fetching too. Audio Pro A10 features – pretty well covered in terms of features Whatever source you have, the A10 should be able to wring a tune out of it thanks to Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and Airplay support. There is also a 3.5mm jack located at the back for physical connections. Switching by sources is as easy as to put a button on top of the or to type your preferred source in the Audio Pro
Control app. For file support, the Audio Pro A10 is compatible with MP3, WMA, AAC, FLAC, and Apple Lossless. If you use you Designs on true High-res audio playback, you're out of luck. Related: Best multi-room speakers The A10's AUX connection is located next to the power cable at the rear Bluetooth is limited to v4.0 and AirPlay support is first gen, so you don't get multi-room through Apple. That
said, if you have more than multiple audio pro speakers, it can be set up within a multi-room network through the app – assigning zones to each one with the ability to play music to a speaker or everyone. The control program is competent. If you want to control playback, customize audio settings, or sort out multi-room grouping, the app is the place to do so. However, aside from setting up the speaker, I've
spent little time using it since it's less comprehensive to use native apps to play content than the control app. In terms of support for streaming services, the A10 has the greats covered in Spotify, Tidal, Apple Music and Qobuz, with the app working as a launcher to open your music streaming app of choice. The physical input is located on the upper surface Physical controls are located on top, with controls
for playback, volume, Wi-Fi presets, Bluetooth pairing, link input and power. There is also an LED indicator, indicating volume levels. Switch to the Wi-Fi input and you can tinker with the four Wi-Fi presets available. Playlists or radio stations can be assigned by pressing one of the numbered buttons for three seconds until you hear a tone - it definitely helps for quick, no fuss access. Adding to this speaker's
list of talents is Amazon Alexa support, although it's the 'Work with Alexa' variety as built-in suppor. Audio Pro A10 audio quality - A free-flowing and engaging performance Slotting in a BMR (Balanced Mode Radiator) tweeter driver and a woofer in its compact form, the A10 delivers a thoroughly engaging performance. It doesn't produce a particularly wide sound station. However, there have been many
times where I've stopped what I'm doing and just listening. No matter where I placed the speaker, as long as it faced outwards, it sounded good. When it comes to screening through the detail of a track, the A10 puts in a composite performance. Fleeing on it an orchestral composition in the form of Danzon No.2, the Audio Pro A10 emerges with its composure intact, sticking to the task despite the track's
varying pace shift, as well as some agility when dealing with dynamic range. The A10 comes in two colors: light grey and dark grey Bass performance is decent, and while it feels restrained it at least doesn't spill over. Midrange clarity was well resolved, with voices clearly rendered and detail well communicated, right down to the hushed tone of Sam Sparro's vocals in Black &amp;amp; Gold. A play from
Red Hot Chilli Peppers' By the Way and the free-flowing character of A10's sound becomes apparent, and never misses a beat or a strum of a guitar. Prince's When Pigeons Cry made me totally engaged, as the beatings flow with a sense of purpose and and the track's composition never less than tight and compelling with a good sense of timing also thrown into the mix. Should You Buy the Sound Pro
A10? The wireless speaker market is a competitive one, with speakers of all shapes and sizes. Opponents appear in Apple's HomePod, which is significantly more expensive and limited to Apple's ring fence. The Audio Pro A10 is missing AirPlay 2, but Audio Pro has its own bespoke multi-room set-up. And then there's the Sonos One. It's more expensive than the A10, but it brings Sonos' excellent multi-
room functionality, built-in Google Assistant, Alexa, and great sound. It's not as stylish as the Audio Pro A10, but offers more functionality. In the Audio Pro A10's favor, it sounds good about a number of musical genres and is well equipped in terms of features. If you're after a speaker who plays your music library in a compelling manner, the A10 is a good affordable choice. Kob started his career at What
Hi-Fi?, starting in the dusty stock room before ramping up the ranks to join the editorial board as the Copper Guide Editor. Experienced in both magazine and... Audio Pro A10Harman Kardon Citation ONE Connectivity TechnologyWired &amp; WirelessWirelessAudio Pro A10Harman Kardon Quote ONEColour from ProductBlack, WhiteBlack, GreySpeaker postingN/ATabletop/bookshelfAudio Pro
A10Harman Kardon Quote ONEHeight7.6 in7.4 inWidth5.51 in5.51 inDepth5.51 in5.51 inWeightN/A4.41 lbAudio Pro A10Harman Kardon Quote ONETweeteryesYesTweeter diameter1.25 in0.79 inNumber from tweeter driversN/A1Audio Pro A10Harman Kardon Citation ONEWooferyesWoofer diameter3.0 in3.5 inNumber of woofer driverS/A1Add productssuggestedSonos One SLKEF C3KEF C5Sonos
One SLHarman Kardon Quote300Harman Kardon Quote 100JBL Quote 300Klipsch R-820FTrust Asto SoundbarTrust Zelos 2.0 BT The Sound Pro A10 is a stylish smart speaker of one of our favorite audio brands. This model should compete with the ubiquitous Sonos One, as well as the variety of smart speakers that have hit the shelves in recent years. Can it stand out from the crowd? We put it to the
test in another of our in-depth reviews- read on to discover how we got on. Design and build If you're smoothly familiar with smart speakers, then you'll know that they're all likely to look very similar— and that's true of the A10 as well. Cylindrical in shape, it comes wrapped in a bold wool wrapper, available in light gray or dark gray. It may not have the distinctive style of Audio Pro's Addon series, but it
certainly looks nicer than your average smart speaker. One thing the A10 shares with its siblings is the control panel at the top. It has four predetermined buttons, which you can assign to specific Internet radio stations or playlists for immediate access. There are also volume controls, a play/pause button, and a few button to connect them to your WiFi network. Since we primarily tested the A10 through the
Audio Pro app, we found that we didn't really use the buttons- although they will definitely be a welcome addition for some users. Standing around 20cm tall and 14cm across, the A10 is slightly larger than your average smart speaker. However, it's still perfectly sized to fit just about anywhere in your home. It is also wall-mountable, thanks to an M6 wire on the back. Audio Pro sells mountains built
specifically for the A10, but this particular thread means it will work with a wide range of generic mountains, too. Sound Performance The A10 only stands at 20cm tall, so you'll be forgiven for expecting it to have a fairly modest output. In fact, it packs an incredible 52W output, powered by a Class D digital amplifier. This means that this thing can go seriously hard if you want it, without any compromise on
sound quality. During the test, we found the A10 has a real kick at it, offering a much more direct listening experience than you'd expect from a cylindrical speaker. It's definitely hard enough to fill most medium-sized rooms with ease. On its own, the Sound Pro A10 only has a mono output. This is understandable, given the design - you can't be on both sides of the speaker simultaneously. However, you can
pair two of them for full stereo audio. This is where the wall mount can come in handy. If you want them in the perfect position in your living room, you might as well fix them there! To make them work as a stereo pair is also super-simple. If you have two A10s on your network, the Audio Pro will automatically give you the option to use it as a pair. Features We touched on this earlier, but the Audio Pro A10 is
a smart speaker, with Alexa built-in. This means you can control your music with your voice, so it's even easier to use. It also means that the A10 can do anything that other Alexa devices can. This is especially useful for internet radio- just ask it to play something, whether it's a specific station or just a genre, and it will find it for you. That's where those predetermined buttons can come on top handy, as if
you're finding a new favourite station, you can save it from listening again later with just a quick tap. The A10 is also multiroom compatible, so you can pair it with other compatible Audio Pro devices. It's then all controlled via the Audio Pro app, giving you complete control over what plays from each speaker. Given its size, the A10 is a good choice for smaller rooms, where the massive power of speakers like
the C5 would be wasted. Finally, the A10 also comes with Bluetooth connectivity, so you can use it as a regular Bluetooth speaker if you don't stream online content. There's also a 3.5mm aux-in jack on the back, so it also works with wired devices. Audio Pro A10 Multiroom Speaker: The pronunciation If you're looking for a smart speaker that blends beautiful design with first-class audio, then the Audio Pro
A10 is an excellent choice. With multiroom connectivity as well, it's also a choice if you are thinking about buying other Audio Pro speakers. Speakers. Speakers.
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